Laboratory Safety:

Safety is one of the key requirements in any chemical engineering job. As a practicing chemical engineer you will be responsible for your own safety, as well as for others safety. In this course, grades will be affected by breaches of safety rules.

1. No eating or drinking is allowed in the laboratory. Do not bring food or beverages into the laboratory (e.g., water bottles, coffee cups)

2. Safety glasses must be worn at all times. This includes going to the laboratory to plan the experiment during preliminary lab sessions.

3. No horseplay, running, or other unsafe activity in the laboratory.

4. When necessary, gloves must be worn. Depending on the experiment, gloves will provide thermal or chemical protection.

5. Everyone in the laboratory should know the location of the nearest telephone.

6. Closed-toe shoes and socks must be worn at all times. (e.g. No sandals or clogs in lab)

7. No shorts or skirts are to be worn in the lab, unless a full-length lab coat is worn over them. Lab coats are not provided. No crop tops.

8. Clean up all spills immediately.

I have read and understood the safety rules described above.

_______________________________                                    ____________
Signature of Student      Date

________________________________
Print Name of Student